The Jews try to make it seem that their "Mossiach Ben David" (also known as the "Return of Rabbi Yashua" or simply "Jesus Christ") is supposedly a certain victor that will come to this planet, and in the Jewish prophecies of the defiled psychos who wrote these "books", they are going to win the war against Satan.

It's always the same...NEVER-TRUST-A-JEW. A little rough reality before the actual post...

The Muhstard Race of Honest Divine Individuals who also wrote your Cultural Book, Gullible Goyim:

Oh, on their free time, they pray for Excrement. But that's another story of the many...

So this kike writes a prophecy that one day all of you will be forced to kiss with him all day and eat Vegan. Whomever doesn't like this CERTAIN 60000000% to happen reality, will be put in eternal fire to roast eternally. You aren't supposed to not kiss him because he loves you eternally but if you don't, he is going to kill you. It also claims to be "God". Must be correct too since this is what happened with the bible as well...And Goyim believed it once upon a time. So he must be accurate too, being of the Chosen, mustn't he.
The jews try to play the "muh Antichrist ur Christ", and "My Rabbi Jewsus is Your Antichrist Christian Goy" and all this confusing crap, while the message of everything is crystal clear and needs no mental gymnastics. Of course the gullible slaves and those who lack spiritual knowledge or the ability to see the obvious, are doing their christian gymnastics like every time.

Romans 1:3,4 [Jewsus that supposedly existed "Then"]

"...regarding His Son, **who was a descendant of David according to flesh**, and who through the Spirit of holiness was declared with power to be the Son of God by His resurrection from the dead: Jesus Christ our Lord.…"

Revelation 22:16 [Jewsus as will supposedly "exist" when enough Goyim manifest him]

"I, Jesus, have sent my angel to give you this testimony for the churches. **I am the Root and the Offspring of David**, and the bright Morning Star."

The reason jews have created a false "Messiah" in the past, is to play out the Goyim that "since it has happened, it will happen again". This is a basic way to do magic. Predictive programming. It's the same thing with the 9/11 Simpsons subliminals, Batman and the list goes on. What the jews did back then with the bible, they do now in "Hollywood".

Think upon it that way, as simple conditioning. As thus they machinate false proof of its existence and details don't really matter. What really matters is the Goyim believe that "Jesus existed at some point and as thus will return". This is to create a logical fallacy and open the logical mind of the cattled Goyim, to accept the "Second Coming" as an objective reality. This opens up their mind to "expect" this. As explained before, expectation creates reality and influences choices, outcomes etc. One expects to lose, chances are higher they will lose. One expects they will win, the opposite.

Now of course, this has been going for 2000+ years and no war against Satan has been won even remotely. Of course, "God", whom the jews claim to being all powerful, requires prayers, endless "praise" and billions of "Goyim" that pray for Israel, for the manifestation of their Mossiach and the list goes on.

The jews in their inner circle pray for things such as "Pray that the Mossiach when arrives doesn't die and is doesn't killed", and all sorts of other crap, which reveals utterly that they are expecting a human being.

To compare the jewish power with that of the White Race spiritually, I will just lay the foundations simply before everyone. The Germans were in a deathly distress in WW1, prior and after. The occult lodges in Germany back at the time, did what they had to do spiritually and manifested Germany's Saviour, Adolf Hitler, in less than a few years. The Jews are so disgusting, have the mass mind of the Goyim in the billions believing their crap, channelling daily prayer energy for over 2000 years.
Nobody has shown up. Israel hardly had a state. Somehow now lately they try to convince everyone that they are so strong and powerful, but this is not the case.

Because They are Parasites by definition. They just want to exterminate Whites so that nothing like this will happen again, and other Gentiles will follow later. The same thing happened in Tibet and in Ancient China, where the aristocracy and the spiritual people got butchered. They are after the "Spiritual" or Satanic elements. Others don't really interest them.

Aside from this, we have been told for centuries that he is coming next week, that 2012 the world ends, that he will come in a unicorn while being butt-plugged by a vegan grey alien. Still, Rabbi "Ben David" who will be soooo strong that will even destroy the Kingdom of Rome [Nowadays Europe] and the whole planet, except of 144,000 chosenites that will own 2800 slaves each, is not here yet. An all powerful "God" cannot even produce the savior of "Pissrael".

Now to get a little bit deeper into this "Mossiach Yashua Jesus Christ" Rabbit hole.

While they tell the naive Goyim that this entity is so overly powerful and so amazing, it can't even heal one damn cold from its followers, which is a fact. Because simply, it doesn't really exist in any concrete way. It's an idea at best. Sort of like an internal police that exists into one's mind programming, drummed since infancy like the scary monkey into the wardrobe. IF you don't believe in it, it doesn't really exist for you, except of some sort of "godform" somewhere, that has been fed insane amounts of energy, but yet again, is not even successful to its "tasks". The stupid people that believe in this crap as some sort of entity, of course pay for it, and open themselves to astral influences of nefarious aliens and entities, that are waiting to prey on the retards that actually believe in this jewish drivel. "God" in itself doesn't really exist at all.

What however does exist is real ET's behind these hoaxes, who have given code-names to humanity in order to be charged with energy of faith, because apparently they need it more than anything to carry out warfare against Satan. Where is the "omnipotence" again?

So they simplify the story as the Goyim don't need to know about the alien origins. They just need to pray and believe in fictive characters. The only wise in this will be the jews, who will know the occult significance and will carry direct "Association" with the "Archangels" within and without the Jewish Bible...Raphael, Michael, and the rest of the "Angelic" host, whose mission is to drive away the Demons and the Gods of the Pagans, and hopefully take a final reckoning by Satan. Of course the enemy ET's aren't going to let the story go into the public, as the Goyim however deluded, they may just leave, especially if they saw that these aliens are nothing but Greys, Reptilians, and other psychotic and hostile species that only favor jews and want to exterminate all others. So they just keep it simple for the Goyim in the form of parables instead.
In simple words, as mass belief in the hoax programs goes down, so will the energy and power of these hoaxes go down. We realize this excrement somehow exist like an advanced thoughtform somewhere, but one can see that it doesn't have any decent intelligence, let alone all the attributes the jews want to cheat the Goyim this does possess. The jewish "God" is nothing but the amassment of their "massive will", the Aliens, greys, jews, etc. as a whole. They wish their "side" just becomes "God" and achieve full power and domination over the slave "Goyim". When Satan in the bible trolls Rabbi Yashua in that he can't even produce water to drink, this is not a joke. Satan is literally spitting of the face of this weak Rabbi. Even in their own story, he is a trasher, and he is just a loudmouth that promises "revenge" in the future. They really can't carry on their own revenge anyway.

According to the egophatic Rabbis who eat excrement and think they are self-entitled "gods" of the universe, they also assume that Satan is under some sort of control by "God". This they tell to the Goyim to believe it, but Rabbis and all the higher ups of the enemy are in a war against extermination against the otherwise "Controlled" Satan. Why? Simply because this is bollocks and it’s just here to channel energy for the jews in order to finally gain control over Satan. Not because it is a fact. This is what the jews wish.

What does their bible say in regards to their "Jewsus" and how it supposedly "Controls Demons"?

Acts 19:13,15
"Now there were some itinerant Jewish exorcists who tried to invoke the name of the Lord Jesus over those with evil spirits. They would say, “I bind you by Jesus, whom Paul proclaims.” Seven sons of Sceva, a Jewish chief priest, were doing this. Then the man with the evil spirit jumped on them and overpowered them all. The attack was so violent that they ran out of the house, naked and wounded.…"
[In some other bible stories, they say these jews died]

Jews got their ass beat by these "Demons" and obviously this was just a random incident. Later on this passages there are also subliminals on how the "more people believed", the better for the Jewsus. Why? Because belief feeds the power of this thoughtform, and that's all.

They need Satan's Children (the Gentiles) to be turned against their own Creator who is Satan, in order to be able to exact any "Revenge". The problems in Satan's kingdom did not be created by the jews themselves as jews are weak, but like a parasite operating in the brain of a host, they drive the hosts to do things the parasite could never do.

Now the Rabbis admit that they are on war with the "Princes" of the Nations. These are the Demons. To briefly explain this issue, one can see their own evident words. For instance in their own grimoires they state that Astaroth rules the American continent (Great Satan), Beelzebub rules the African continent (Egypt etc.), while
Satan rules Europe and Asia, and I presume that Azazel rules over the East. These are the "classical grimoires".

The Rabbis openly claim they are fighting on the Astral on the side of their "Entities" (just as we wage spiritual war) to exterminate the "Spirit of Europe", or how it's called in the bible, the Prince of Europe. This is nobody else but Satan. Since the "Catholic Church" has won, why do they still struggle to exterminate the "Prince of Europe", same as Astaroth the Queen of America, and have a national holiday in smearing Azazel? Simply because they are all in the same team and are attempting to exterminate Satan, who except of the prince of Europe is also the Creator God of Mankind and the original Pagan God of the Aryan Race. That's all.

Who are the "Angels", who are of course heavily worshipped in the Vatican, Islam and elsewhere as well? Michael and the rest of the garbage.

Daniel 10:20, Then he said, "Do you understand why I came to you? But I shall now return to fight against the prince of Persia; so I am going forth, and behold, the prince of Greece is about to come. "However, I will tell you what is inscribed in the writing of truth. Yet there is no one who stands firmly with me against these forces except Michael your prince…

Bear on for the "All Powerful" "Gawd" also asks advice of Earthly Rabbis for the Affairs in Heaven.

The decisions of the Talmud are words of the living God. Jehovah himself asks the opinions of earthly rabbis when there are difficult affairs in heaven. Rabbi Menachen, Comments for the Fifth Book

You aren't really all knowing when you ask advice from the Scat-Man, are you.

So to conclude, the Jews are not only not certain of their "Victory", but like a bully that doesn't have the necessary faith and support, this is why they need everyone to get into their boat and wage the war against "Satan". They are in complete awareness that they will lose, and they are rallying all their forces to wipe out and exterminate Satan's Kingdoms, Satan's Races, while they control the brain of the Goyim to materialize their own "God World" or the Global Jewish Empire. At least that's what they hope and look forward in doing.

We are here to foil their advances and for once again destroy their vile excrement. Humanity must not, and should not be subjected to the dreams of paranoid Yids and slavers.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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